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Fixed-Point Characterization 
of Context-Free oo-Languages* 
DAMIAN NIWIr~SKI 
Institute of Mathematics, University of Warsaw, O0 901 Warsaw, PKiN, Poland 
Several concepts of context-freeness of ets of finite/infinite words are charac- 
terized by means of greatest olutions of systems of equations of the form x i = Gi, 
i = 1,..., n, where G i is a (not necessarily finite) union of monomials. Consideration 
of the systems with the components G i context-free, r gular or finite leads to 
characterizations f the following classes of oo-languages: the m-Kleene closure of 
the family of context-flee languages, oo-algebraic languages infinitely generated by
context-free grammars in the sense of Nivat (1977) and Cantor-like topological 
closures of context-free languages, respectively © 1984 Acedemic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fixed-point approach to infinite behaviour of a computation device is 
considered in Arnold and Nivat (1977), Nivat (1977, 1978, 1979), Park 
(1980) and, to some extent, in Kozen (1982). It is suggested by the results of 
these papers, that the greatest fixed points of monotonic operators are in 
general more appropriate than the least ones to characterize "infinite" 
objects created effectively in infinite time. In Arnold and Nivat (1977) the 
sets of possibly infinite trees computed by freely interpreted nondeterministic 
recursive program schemes are represented as the greatest fixed points of the 
operators canonically attached to the schemes. In Park (1980) both least and 
greatest fixed-point operators are used to approach the problem of fair 
scheduling of two infinite sequences of bits. The current study follows the 
ideas of the above-mentioned papers and also derives its inspiration from the 
algebraic methods of Tiuryn (1981). We establish greatest-fixed-point 
characterizations of several concepts of context-freeness of sets of finite/in- 
finite words (which we refer to as or-languages). 
Context-free oo-languages have been studied from the point of view of 
formal language theory and automata theory in Cohen and Gold (1977), and 
also considered in Arnold and Nivat (1977, 1978), Nivat (1977, 1978, 
1979), Boasson and Nivat (1980). In the latter papers context-free grammars 
* Preliminary version of the paper was presented to Ninth International Colloquium on 
Automata, Languages, and Programming, Aarhus, Denmark, July 12-16, 1982. 
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are treated mainly as examples of nondeterministic recursive program 
schemes freely interpreted in the computation domain consisted of both finite 
and infinite words over a finite alphabet. In the operational semantics of 
recursive program schemes proposed by Arnold and Nivat (1977), both 
finite terminating and infinite successful computation sequences are allowed 
to produce a value. This leads to the definition of the m-language generated 
by a context-free grammar from a variable symbol. The m-languages defined 
by this mode of generation have been originally named m-algebraic (Nivat, 
1977). 
In a natural way, a context-free grammar can be also viewed as a system 
of equations to be solved in the algebra of m-languages (viz. the power set 
algebra of finite/infinite words). If a grammar is in Greibach normal form 
then the components of the greatest solution of such a system of equations 
turn out to coincide with the m-languages generated by the grammar from 
the variables. This equivalence of the operational and the equational 
semantics for the grammars in Greibach form has been established by Nivat 
(1977) (and, for polyadic grammars, by Arnold and Nivat (1977)). 
Regrettably, the above natural way of constituting an equational semantics 
cannot be applied successfully to arbitrary context-free grammars, which is a 
disadvantage, since, in contrast to the finite-word case, not every m- 
algebraic language can be generated by a grammar in Greibach form (cf. 
Remark after Proposition 2.8 below). For that reason we propose here a 
more sophisticated equational semantics. We consider, for a grammar G with 
terminal alphabet V and variables in X~ = {Xl,..., xn}, a system of equations 
x i = G i, i = 1,..., n, where G~ ~_ (VUX~)* is the set of words which occur in 
leftmost derivations from x; in G as first words which do not belong to 
X, (VU X , ) * .  The sets G i turn out to be regular languages. Interpreting Gi as 
the union of monomials represented in the natural way by its elements, we 
prove that the ith component of the greatest (w.r.t. inclusion ordering) 
solution of the above system equals the m-language generated by the 
grammar G from the variable x i. (This result can be also generalized to the 
polyadic case, see Niwifiski, (1982).) For grammars in Greibach form, this 
result reduces to that of Nivat (1977) mentioned above. 
Passing on the problem of a complete fixed-point characterization f m- 
algebraic languages, we find that the substantial feature of the system of 
equations considered above is actually regularity of components G,. Namely, 
we prove the following result: 
A m-language over an alphabet V is m-algebraic iff it equals a 
component of the greatest fixed point of a system of equations x~ = G i, 
i=  1,...,n, where the components G i are regular languages over 
VU {xl ..... x.}. 
Then, a question arises naturally: What happens when we vary the type of 
Gi's in the above systems of equations? 
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Consideration of the systems with the components being context-free 
languages leads to a fixed-point characterization of the ~-languages L 
which can be presented L =L '  WL", where L'  is a (ordinary) context-free 
language and L"  is of the form L"= Ui<mLiK~ ', where Li 's  and Ki's are 
context-free languages. We call these ~-languages ~-context-free, following 
Cohen and Gold (1977) who studied the c~-languages of the form L"  above 
and named them ~o-context-free b cause of justifiable analogy to (classical) 
o)-regular languages. It follows from the results of that paper, that the 
concept of a ~-context-free language is actually more general than that of a 
~-algebraic one. 
Next, consideration of the systems of equations x i = Gi, i = 1,..., n, where 
the Gi's are finite, leads to a characterization f the ~-languages which can 
be described in terms of Cantor-like topology as closed c~-algebraic 
languages or, equivalently, as topological closures of ~-context-free 
languages. This class of ~-languages i  property included in the class of ~-  
algebraic languages. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with basic 
notions, namely infinite words, ~-languages, the topology on the set of 
finite/infinite words, and an infinite generation of a ~-language by a 
context-free grammar. Terminology and notation is mostly taken from Nivat 
(1979) and Cohen and Gold (1977). Some basic properties are established 
and the results of previous works are restated. 
In Section 3, we study in general the greatest fixed point, in the algebra of 
D-languages over an alphabet I1, of a system of equations x; = Gi, 
i=  1 ..... n, where Gic_ (VU {x I ..... xn})* is interpreted as the union of 
monomials represented by its elements. A set-theoretical representation of
such fixed points, which appears to be more convenient here than the 
standard inductive and iterative representations, i  established. Also, a 
crucial normal-form result for the above systems is proved. 
Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of our main results, announced above. It 
is completed by two undecidability results concerning the hierarchy of oo- 
languages induced by the systems of equations with finite, regular, and 
context-free components. 
A basic knowledge in formal language theory is assumed throughout the 
paper. 
2. INFINITE WORDS 
Preliminaries 
For a finite alphabet It, let V* denote the free monoid generated by V, i.e., 
the set of finite words over V, considered with the operation of concatenation 
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of words, written by juxtaposition. The unit of V* (empty word) will be 
denoted e. For a word w, In(w) denotes the length of w. The syntactic order 
relation on V*, "u is a prefix of v", denoted "u ~ v," is defined by 
(Vu, vEV*),u<.v iff (3wEV*),uw=v. 
We write u < v to mean that u ~< v and u :/: v. For u in V* and i ~< In(u), u [ i 
denotes the prefix of u with length i. 
Throughout, the set of natural numbers is denoted N and for n in N, [n] 
denotes the set {1,...,n}. Let V ~' be the set of all mappings f :N~ V. The 
elements of V '° are referred to as infinite words over V. For f in V '° and n in 
N, let f in  denote the (finite) word in V*:f (O)f(1) . . . f (n-1) ;  by 
definition f l 0 = 5. Let V m = V* U V ~°. We extend the monoid structure of 
V* to V °°, defining the product of two words (finite or infinite) in V °°, by 
uv=uvinV* if u, vCV* ,  
=u if uC  V °', 
=u '  if uEV*andv~V °~, 
where u' is the unique word in V ~° such that u' I ln(u) = u and, for all k in N, 
u' I (In(u) + k) = u(v I k). The syntactic order of V* is extended to V °° by the 
formula 
(¥u,v~V~),u<.v if (~wEV°°),uw=v. 
As it is pointed in Arnold and Nivat (1977), V °° can be viewed as the 
standard "completion by ideals" of V* ordered by the syntactic order, 
infinite words being added as least upper bounds of directed subjects of V*. 
Any subset of V* will be called a language. The subsets of V °° (resp. V ~°) 
will be referred to as m-languages (resp. o-languages). Throughout, for a set 
Y, P(Y) denotes the set of all subsets of Y. Whenever no confusion arises, we 
shall identify singleton {y} with the element y. We derive the monoid 
structure of P(V ~) from that of V ~, by defining the product of the oo- 
languages L and K in P( V ~) by 
LK= {uv[uEL andvEK}.  
Note that e and 121 are unit and zero of product, respectively. The basic 
properties of this operation are specified in Boasson and Nivat (1980). We 
note that product is completely additive in both components, viz. for 
arbitrary L c_ V °° and {K t c_ V ~ [ t E T}, we have the following equations: 
L Q)t~TKt  = Uter(LKt) and (UterKt)L = ~-)tar (KtL)" We also note that 
product is not distributive w.r.t, intersection of a descending o~-chain, which 
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can be illustrated by the following example: Let V={a}, L ,= 
{w~V*l ln(w)>n } for nEN,  and K={a'°}.  Then (O,~NL,)K= 
K(O,  ~NL,) = O while 0 ,  ~N(L, K) = 0 ,  ~u(KL,) = {a'° }. However, we shall 
show below that product is distributive w.r.t, intersection of co-chain 
provided that the sets of the chain are closed in the topology we are to 
introduce now. 
Topology 
Let, for L c V °°, 
Init(L) = {w ~ V* [ w ~< u for some u E L } 
and let, for K ___ V*, 
Lim(K) = {u ~ V °' I there exist w0, wl, w2,..., in K such that u = sup w,}. 
neN 
Following Arnold and Nivat (1978), Boasson and Nivat (1980), Tiuryn 
(1981), we shall consider V °~ equipped with the topological structure 
induced by the closure operator, given by 
cl(L) = L L) Lim(Init(L)) for L ___ V °~. 
It is proved in Boasson and Nivat (1980), that this is indeed a closure 
operator and the topology it induces coincides with the compact Cantor-like 
topology induced by the ultrametric distance on V m defined by 
d(u,v)=O if u=v,  
= 2 - rnax[ In(w) lw<uandw<vl  if u 4: v. 
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified, all the topological notions 
(in particular "closed") refer to the topology defined above. 
The following topological property of the operation of product follows 
easily from definitions. 
2.1. PROPERTY. For n EN,  consider (V~)" with the product topology 
and let the mapping con, : (V~)"-~ V ~ be defined by 
con,((w 1 . . . . .  w . ) )  = w 1 " ' "  W n .  
Then the mapping con, is (topologically) continuous, for all n C N, 
To prove the next result, we first remind a lemma from general topology. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let f:  S-~ T be a continuous mapping from a compact 
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space S into a Hausdorff space T. Let (u,),~ N, be a descending chain (i.e., 
uo ~_ ul ~- ... ~- u, 2. . . )  of closect subsets orS. Then 
Proof It is enough to consider the case when all the sets u n are 
nonempty, otherwise the result is trivial. The inequality c is obvious. Now, 
suppose x C O.~uf(u.). Then f - l ({x})  ~ u. is closed and nonempty for all 
nEN.  Hence, by compactness of S, 04 :0n~N( f -1 ({x})~u. )= 
f - l ({x})OOneNUn and so x~ f((")n~NUn). 
The following fact, announced above, have been previously proved by 
Tiuryn (1981) (actually for the polyadic case). 
2.3. PROPERTY (cY., Tiuryn, 1981, Proposition 5.4). Let k ~ N and let, 
for i C [k], i (Ln).~ N be a descending chain of closed subsets of V °~. Then 
Proof 
and 
Note first that 
Ln  = x . . .  
Hence 
Then apply Lemma2.2 to the mapping COnk: (Vm)k--*V ~ and the 
descending chain (L~ × ... X Lkn)n~U • II 
Context-free generation 
We shall now consider m-languages as models for context-free grammars 
(CF-grammars, for short). At first, we focus on oo-languages generated by 
CF-grammars in the sense of Nivat (1977) (which are also considered as a 
special ease by Cohen and Gold (1977)). Next, we take into consideration 
the og-Kleene closure of the class of context-free languages and the class of 
topological closures of CFqanguages. 
Let G be a CF-grammar with terminal alphabet V and nonterminal 
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(variable) alphabet X, = {xl,..., xn}. We shall usually present G as a system 
of equations G:x i = Gi, i E [hi, where G i ~ (VUX, )*  is the set of right- 
hand sides of xcproductions, viz. w E G~ iff xf ~ w is a production of G. As 
usual, ~a denotes the derivation relation associated to a grammar G and ~*  
stands for reflexive-transitive closure of ~a.  The set of finite words derived 
from a word w in G in finitely many steps will be denoted L(G, w), by 
definition L(G, w) = {u ~ V* l w~*  u}. 
We now define the results of infinite derivations which are infinite words. 
Let, for w in (VUXn)*,  leftv(W ) be the maximal prefix of w contained in 
V*. Let d: fo ~ f~ ~G f~ ~G "'" -~G f,~ -~G ' " ,  be an infinite derivation from 
fo in G. Clearly leftv(fo ) ~lef tv( f0  ~<-.. ~<leftv(fm ) ~ . - . ,  and hence 
supm~N leftv(fm) exists in V% If this is an infinite word, we call it the result 
of the derivation d (whereas, if sup,,~u left(f,) E V*, d has no result). We 
write w~S u to mean that there exists an infinite derivation from w in G 
with result u. Let 
LO'(G, w)= {u E V'° I w- -~ u}, 
G 
L (G, w) --L(C, w), 
L (6, x) = (L x,),..., L°°(G, x,)). 
L~(G, xi) will be referred to as the oo-language generated by G. Following 
Nivat (1977), we call a oo-language oo-algebraic (resp. co-algebraic) if it is 
generated (resp. equal to LO(G, xl) ) by some CF-grammar G. Let oo-ALG 
denote the class of ~-algebraic languages. (Although we use the standard 
name "context-free" rather than "algebraic" w.r.t, grammars, we keep the 
original terminology for oo-algebraic languages in order to discern them 
from ~-context-free languages to be considered in the sequel.) 
We now note a useful "normal form" property of infinite context-free 
generation. As usual, a derivation (finite or infinite) will be called leftmost if, 
in each step of it, the rewriting is applied to the leftmost nonterminal symbol 
in the word rewritten in this step. The following intuitively natural property 
is formally proved in Nivat (1978, Propri&6 10). 
2.4. PROPERTY. For any u E L~(G, xi), there exits a leftmost derivation 
from x i in G with result u. 
To introduce the next class of context-free m-languages we are to 
consider, some further definitions are in order. Let, for L c V*, 
L '° = {u ~ V '° l u = sup uou x ... u,, for some sequence 
neN 
(u,)n~ , such that u, E L\{e}, for all n E N}. 
643/61/3-6 
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For a class I of ordinary (finite-word) languages over V, the co-Kleene 
closure of S is defined by 
co-KC(t) = IL ~ V '° I L = U L~K~ for some k E N 
t i<k 
;, K; C S ,  for i < k f and L 
(for k = 0, it is understood that L -- 0). Let CF (resp. REG) denote the class 
of context-free (resp. regular) languages. After Cohen and Gold (1977), the 
elements of co-KC(CF) will be referred to as o-context-free (co-CF, for 
short) languages. Recall, that the class of w-languages known in the 
literature as o-regular (cf. Eilenberg (1974), for example) coincides with CO- 
KC(REG). 
A grammar characterization f co-KC(CF) is established by Cohen and 
Gold (1977). The way of infinite generation considered there is more 
powerful than the one that has been used by Nivat (1977) to define co- 
algebraic languages. Roughly speaking, each grammar is considered together 
with a certain restriction concerning the productions which can be used 
infinitely many times throughout an infinite derivation (possibly with no 
restriction). The study of various types of restrictions gives rise to a 
hierarchy of subclasses of co-KC(CF), among which the class of co-algebraic 
languages i also considered (being referred to as A 1 - PDL~o, cf. Cohen and 
Gold (1977), Part II, Proposition 3.1.9). In particular, the following results 
are established there. 
2.5. THEOREM (Cohen and Gold, 1977, Part II, 3.3). The class of co- 
algebraic languages is a proper subclass of co-KC(CF). In particular a co- 
context-free language tanb n I n >t 1 },o is not w-algebraic. 
2.6. THEOREM (Cohen and Gold, 1977, Part II, Theorem 3.1.5). CO- 
KC(REG) is a proper subclass of the class of co-algebraic languages. 
Now, in agreement with the aims of the current paper, we introduce a 
slightly more general concept of m-context-free language (m-CF, for short). 
This name will refer to the elements of the class of m-languages defined 
c~-CF = {L UL ' IL  ~ co-KC(CF) and L '  G CF}. 
Note that CF ~_ m-CF. Clearly, Theorem 2.5 implies that m-ALG ~ m-CF. 
Similarly, we define the class 
m-REG = {L UL '  IL E co-KC(REG) andL'  @ REG}. 
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By Theorem 2.6 and Remark in Appendix B (the latter establishing actually 
inclusion CO-ALG ~ m-ALG), we can conclude that m-REG ~ oo-ALG. 
To end this section, we shall consider m-languages obtained from CF- 
languages by the operator of the topological closure. The following result is 
established by Nivat (1978) (see also Boasson and Nivat, 1980, Theorem 4). 
2:7. THEOREM. Let G :x i=G i, i E [n], be a CF-grammar in the 
Greibach form, i.e., satisfying, for all i E [n], G t ~_ V(VU Xn)* and suppose 
L(G, xi) 4= O, for all i E [n]. Then L~(G, xi) = cl(L(G, xi)),for i E [n]. As a 
consequence, the topological closure of any CF-language is an m-algebraic 
language. 
(The latter sentence is indeed a consequence of the former, since, by the 
classical theory, for any nonempty CF-language L, L\{e} can be generated 
by a grammar satisfying the above conditions, and, if L '  is m-algebraic then 
so is L ' t )  {e}.) 
We note examples of closed and nonclosed m-algebraic languages. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. There exists a nonelosed ~-regular language. 
Proof. Let V= {a,b}. Consider the co-regular language L = 
{a, b}*(ab{a, b}*) °'. (Notice that L is the set of infinite words in which both 
a and b occur ifinitely many times. This co-language is considered in Park 
(1980) as the fair merge of a '° and b% Note that L can be generated by a 
grammar G with the rules G: x 1 = x2abx I , x 2 = {x2a, x2b, e}.) Since a °' is in 
cl(L) but not in L, we see that L is not closed. II 
Remark. Considering the above facts we can conclude that not every m- 
algebraic language can be generated by a grammar in Greibach form. 
2.9. EXAMPLE. Let V={a,b} and let L l={a"b" ln>/1},  Lz=L ~ and 
L 3 =L*a  '°. Let L =L  2 UL  3. L is m-algebraic since it equals L~(G, xl) for 
the grammar G with the rules G: x a =x2x ~, x 2 = {ax2b, ab}. However, L is 
not co-regular. For suppose the contrary. Since L 2 = L ~ {a, b} *(ab{a, b} .)o, 
and CO-REG is closed under finite intersection (cf. Eilenberg, 1974), this 
would imply that L 2 is co-regular, but it is not even co-algebraic 
(Theorem 2.5), a contradiction. Also, it is not hard tO see that L is closed. 
3. GREATEST FIXED POINTS 
First of all, we wish to state explicitly the theorem on induction 
definability which we usually apply to prove an infinite sequence to exist. 
This is an instance of theorem on transfinite induction definability (cf., e.g., 
Kuratowski and Mostowski; 1976). 
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3.1. THEOREM. Let A be an arbitrary set and let h :A* -~A be a 
mapping from the set of finite sequences over A into A. Then there exists a 
unique infinite sequence f :N -~A such that for all nEN,  f (n )= 
h((f(O) ..... f (n  - 1)). 
Now, consider P(V ~) as an "algebra of w-languages" with the basic 
operations of product, arbitrary set-union and single letters from V as 
constants. In the natural way, the polynomials of this algebra can be 
represented by syntactical object, namely the languages over the alphabet V 
extended by variables. In this section, we focus on the mappings defined in 
that way and, especially on their greatest fixed points. 
Vector notation. Throughout, if a = (a 1,..., a,)  is an n-tuple then ni(a ) 
denotes the /th component of a. The set-theoretical symbols for inclusion, 
union, and intersection can be applied also to n-tupples and then are inter- 
preted componentwisely (e.g., for L ,L '  in (P(V~)) n, we write L c_L' to 
mean 7~i(L ) ~ •i(L') for i = 1,..., n.) V ~ denotes the n-vector all of whose 
components are equal to V ~, providing that n is clear from the context. 
Substitution. We now fix a finite alphabet V and an infinite alphabet 
X= {xl,Xz,...,x ~.... } disjoint from V. The subset Ix1 ..... x,} of X will be 
denoted X,. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let n EN,  K c (VUXn)*  , and L E (P ( (VUXn)~) )  ". 
The substitution of L into K, denoted Sub(K, L), is an oo-language defined 
inductively, 
(i) for w C V, Sub(w, L )= w, 
(ii) for w = x i, Sub(x i, L) = zti(L ), 
(iii) for aCVUXn and wE(VL JX , ) * ,  Sub(aw, L )=Sub(a ,L )  
Sub(w, L), 
(iv) for K_  (VUX, )* ,  Sub(K,L)= Uw~KSub(w,L). 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let n ~ N, G ~ (P((V U Xn)*)) n, and L C 
(P ( (VUX, )~) )  n. The vector substitution of L into G is an n-tuple of ~-  
languages defined by 
Sub(G, L) = (Sub(ztl(G), L),..., Sub(zr,(G), L)}. 
The following easily verified properties will be frequently used (often 
implicitly) in the sequel. 
3.4. PROPERTY, For any u, v E (VUX, )*  and L @ (P ( (VUX, )~) )  ", 
Sub(uv, L) = Sub(u, L) Sub(v, L). 
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3.5. PROPERTY (Monotonocity of Sub). For 
K,K'  c (VUX.)* and L ,L '  E (P((VU X.)~))n: 
(i) Sub(w, L) c Sub(w, L'), whenever L _ L', 
(ii) Sub(K, L) _ Sub(K', L), whenever K _ K'. 
any w ~ (VUX,,)*, 
3.6. PROPERTY (Associativity of Sub). For any we (VUXn)*, G E 
(P((VU X.)*))", and L E (P((VU X.)~)) ", 
Sub(w, Sub(G, L)) = Sub((Sub(w, G), r).  
As a consequence, for any G, G', G" ~ (P((VU X,)*))% 
Sub(G, Sub(G', G"))= Sub(Sub(G, a'), G"). 
Remark. In extension of the standard OI-substitution to infinite words, 
we have followed Arnold and Nivat (1977). A slight difference between the 
substitution considered there and the present one affects only the case when 
some component of L is empty (in particular, however, Property 3.6 is not 
true for the former mode of substitution). The motivation for our definition is 
algebraic: in the algebra of w-languages described above, n-ary polynomials 
coincide with mappings Sub(K, .): (P(V~))" ~P(V~), for K c (VUXn)*. 
We now associate to each G in (P((VUX.)*)) ~ a mapping 
G: (P(V°~)) ~ ~ (P((V~))% given by 
(VL ~ (P((V~))n), G(L) = Sub(G,L).  
By monotonicity of Sub, (~ is monotonic w.r.t, componentwise inclusion on 
(P(V~)) n. Hence, by Knaster-Tarski's theorem, G has the greatest fixed 
point in (P((V~) ~, which will be denoted by v((~). From general theory, there 
are two well-known ways of representing v(G): 
= U {L t L ___ 
and, for some ordinal a, 
where 
(3.7) 
N (3.8) 
/3<a 
(~S(V~) = (~(Gt(V~)) if fl = ~ + 1, 
= n (~(V~) if flis a limit ordinal. 
It should be pointed out that in (3.8) the ordinal a cannot be in general 
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reduced to w. As an illustration, consider the following example, due to 
Paterson: 
EXAMPLE. Let V={a,b,e} and let G~(Vk.)X1)* (i.e., n=l )  be a 
regular language given by expression (e(a *b)*x~) U axe. Let 
u = eabaZba3b..., ~ P' .  Then it is easily seen that u E Nm~NG'~(V ~) and 
U ~ G((~maN m(v°v)), SO (~m~N am(V°°) is not a fixed point of (~. Actually, 
vG = (c(a*b)*) '° ~9 (c(a*b)*)* a "°. 
Representation of greatest fixed points. In what follows, we shall in fact 
treat a G in (P( (VUX,)*) )  ~ as a kind of generating device with v(0) as a 
model. We establish a representation f v((~) which is based on the idea of 
infinite generation and turns out to be more convenient for our purposes than 
the two standard ones stated above, A definition and some lemmas are 
needed first. 
3.9. DEFINmON. Let G E(P( (VUX, )* ) )  ~ and w E(Vt.JX~)*. An 
expansion of w by G is an infinite sequence f -  (fm)m~N such that f0 = w 
and, for all m EN,  fm+l E Sub(f  m, G). 
The set of the all expansions of w by G will be denoted E(G, w) (we 
choose this notation to emphasize a correspondence to L~(G, w) which 
becomes comprehensible in the sequel). 
3.10. LEMMA. Let GE (P((VUX,)*))"  and let f EE(G,x~) for some i
in [n]. Suppose, for some m E N, fm = CoXq ClXi2 "'" Ck-lXi~ Ck, where k E N 
(if k = O, it is understood that fm = Co), il ..... i k ~ [n], and el ..... Ck E V*. 
Then there exist expansions (not necessarily unique) gl ..... gk, each 
gJ = (g~)t~ in E(G, xb), such that 
fm+t=Co g~c 1 g~c 2 ... ek_ lg~e k for all tEN.  (,) 
Notation. We shall abbreviate the formula ( ,)  by f ~ fm ~ g 1,..., gk. 
Proof. Considering the associativity of Sub, the sequences gl ..... gk can 
be easily constructed by induction (cf. Theorem 3.1). II 
EXAMPLE. Let V={a,b},  G=({axl,XlX2} , {b}), and let f be an 
expansion in E(G, xO, 
f=(xa ,ax l ,ax lxz ,aax lb ,  aaaxlb, aaaaxlb,...). 
Consider also g in E(G, Xl) and h in E(G, X2) , 
g= (Xl, axl, aaxl, aaaxl,... ), 
h = (x2, b, b, b,...). 
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Then we can observe, e.g., 
f ~ axlx z *- g, h, 
f ~ aaxl b ~- g, 
h~b+--O. 
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3.11. LEMMA. Let GC (P((VUXn)*))  n and fEE(G,  xi) for some 
i 6 [n]. Let, for some m, fm= eoXqC~ "'" Ck-lX~Ck with k in N, ij's in [n] and 
cj's in V* and let gl ..... gk be expansions such that f ~ fm ~ gl,..., gk. Then 
Proof. We first observe that, for any w in (VUXn)*,  Sub(w, V ~) is a 
closed subset of V ~ (it follows directly from Property 2.1 and compactness 
of V~). Next, we note that each one of the following families of sets forms a 
descending co-chain of closed subsets of V~: {{Co} , {Sub(g~, V~) l t  C N},..., 
{{q-l}}, {Sub(g~,V~) l tCN},  {{c~}} (and, trivially n {{cj}} = {cj}). Then, 
from Properties 2.3 and 3.4 we obtain 
= n c0 Sub(g/, V ~) c, . . .  Ck_ 1 Sub(g~, V~)ck 
tEN 
k = n Sub(c0 g]c l ' "  Ck--1 gt  Ok' woO) 
tEN 
= n Sub(Z ,v~) - -  n Sub(ft, v°~). II 
m<~t teN 
We now can establish the following representation of the greatest fixed 
point of G. 
3.12. THEOREM. For any G in (P((V~JXn)*)) n, 
n;(v((~)) = U n Sub(fro, V~), for all 
fEE(G,xi) mEN 
i ~ In]. 
Proof(~). Suppose u C ze/(v((~)). We define inductively an expansion 
f = (fro)mEN, such that, for each m E N, the condition 
u E Sub(f  m, v((~)) (*m) 
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is satisfied. Let f0 =x i ;  (*0) holds trivially. To show the induction step, 
suppose that we have already defined a sequence fo,'",fm s.t. 
fj+ ~ E Sub(f j, G) for j = 0 ..... rn - 1 and (*j) is satisfied for j = 0,..., m. 
Suppose fm= eoxi,el "'" ek-aXikek with k in N, ij's in In] and ej's in V*. By 
(*m), we can select Ul ~ rCim(V(~J)),..., Uk~ ~rik(V(~)) s.t. U = eoUl.., ek_lUgek. 
Since, for all j E [n], we have trivially zrj(v(G)) = SubQrj(G), v(G)), we can 
also choose, for each j C [k], a word wj in ~rij(G ) such that 
ujE Sub(wi, v(G)). We set fm+l=eowlea "'" ek-lWkek" Clearly, fm+lC 
Sub(f m, G) and (*m+ 1) is satisfied. By the theorem on induction definability, 
we eventually obtain an expansion f in E(G, xi) such that 
U ~ (~m~N Sub(fro, v((~)) _ (~m~U Sub(fro, V ~) (the last follows from 
monotonicity of Sub). 
(~_). Define Y by nt(Y) = Oi~e(~,x~) OmeN Sub(fro, V~), for i E In]. 
Considering the inductive representation of v(G) (3.7), it is enough to prove 
y_c ¢(y). Let f E (G, xi) and suppose f l = eoXtC 1 ... e k_ ~xike k. Notice that, 
by definition of expansion, f l  E ~h(G). Now, from Lemma 3.10, there exist 
expansions gl ..... gg, each g/ in E(G, xij), such that f~f l~g l , . . . ,  gk and, 
from Lemma 3.11, we have 
(") Sub(fro, V °°) 
m~N 
__ Sub(L, r) r) = 
Since f was arbitrary, this remark completes the proof. I 
EXAMPLE. Let V={a,b},  G={a 'x la"x l ln>/1}U{b},  and u= 
aba3baSbaTb .... Applying the above result, it is easy to verify that u E v(G). 
For consider an expansion f in E(G, Xx) given by 
(a) fo= xl, 
(b) L =ax lax l ,  
(c) f ,+l  is obtained from f ,  in the following way: Suppose f ,=  
eoXae 1 ... ek_ix~e k for some k in N and Co ..... e~ in V*. Then f ,+ l= 
cobel...ek_zbek_la'+mxlan+XXl . It is straightforward to check that 
{u} -- Om~u Sub(fro, V°~) • 
Informally speaking, the above theorem shows that the greatest fixed point 
of G is in a sense "locally reachable in o) steps." The next result should 
make this intuitive concept more clear and justifiable. This "normal form 
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result" for G's appears to be a useful lemma relating greatest fixed points 
and infinite generation. A definition and an easy lemma are needed first. 
3.13. DEFINITION. Let GE (P ( (VUX, )* ) ) "  and f~E(G,  xi) for some 
i C [n]. If AmeN Sub(fro, V~) has a unique element, say u, then f is called 
creative and u is said to be created by f 
Notation. For w in (VUX,)*,  let leftv(W ) = max{u E V* l u ~< w}. 
3.14. 
i c  [nl. 
(i) 
sequence 
(ii) 
(iii) 
large m, 
LEMMA. Let G~ (P ( (VUX, )* ) ) "  and f CE(G, xi) for some 
Then 
f creates uEV*  i f f fm=u for some m in N (and then the 
f is stationary), 
f creates u E V °' iff supm~N leftv(fm ) = u, 
f is not creative if.[" there is u in V* such that, for sufficiently 
f,. E uX, (VU X,)*. 
3.15. DEFINITION. g G in (P ( (VUX, )* ) ) "  is called creative provided 
that for all i in In] and u E zri(v(G)), u is created by some creative xpansion 
in E(G, xi). 
We can now state the following result which is proved in Appendix A. 
3.16. THEOREM. For any G in (P( (VUX,)* ) ) " ,  there exists G' in 
(P((VUX, , )*) )" ' ,  where n' equals n or n + 1, satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) ~ri(v(G)) = ~rt(v(G')), whenever i6  In], 
(ii) if the components of G are finite (resp. regular, context-free), so 
are the components of G', 
(iii) G' is creative. 
To end this section, we state a simple result which will be needed in the 
sequel. 
3.17. LEMMA. Let G E (P((VtAX~)*)) nand suppose ~(v(G)) 4= 0. Then 
there exists G' @ ( P( ( V U Xk)* ) )k, for some k in [nl, satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) = 
(ii) for all i E [k], zri(v(G')) 4= O, 
(iii) if G is creative, so is G'. 
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Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that there exists k, 
1 ~<k~< n, such that rc~(v(G))4:O whenever iE  [k] and ni(v(G)) =O 
whenever k < i~< n. Define G" in (P((VUX,)*)) n by 
zti(G")=z~,(G)~(VuXk)* if iG [k], 
=0  if k<i<~n. 
We claim that v(G)= v(G"). For observe that, by monotonicity of Sub, 
v(G") ~ v(G) and, on the other hand, v((~)~_ G"(v(G)), which implies the 
converse inequality. Now, define G'C (P((VUXk)*)) k by zci(G' ) = ni(G"), 
for all i~  [k]. Clearly, rci(v(G'))= zct(v(d")), for all i in [k]. Also, it is 
obvious that our construction satisfies clause (iii). I 
4. CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS 
In this section we prove fixed-point characterizations of w-algebraic, ~-  
contect-free, and closed oo-algebraic languages. Some technical work is to be 
done first. We start with two simplification results for CF-grammars (w.r.t. 
infinite generation). 
4.1. LEMMA. For any w-algebraic language L, there exists a CF- 
grammar generating L \{e }, with no productions of the form x ~ e (so-called 
e-productions). 
Proof A standard construction used for the analogous result for 
ordinary CF-languages i sufficient here. I 
The proof of the next lemma uses a result of Nivat (1978) and involves 
some additional definitions; we give it in Appendix B. 
4.2. LEMMA. 
CF-grammar G 
For technical 
Any nonempty w-algebraic language can be generated by a 
satisfying L ~ (G, xi) ~ 0 for all the variables x i . 
reasons, we need 
4.3. LEMMA. Let G be a CF-grammar on terminal alphabet V and with 
variables in X,,  such that L°°(G, xi)vaO for all t~  In] and let 
w C (VUX,)*.  Then L°~(G, w) c Sub(w,L°~(G, x)). 
Proof We use induction on length of w. For w = e the result is trivial. 
Suppose w = va with v in (VUXn)* and a in VUX n. If a is terminal the 
induction step is easy, consider therefore a=x~. Since L(G,w)c_ 
Sub(w, L(G, x)) is a standard property of context-free generation, we focus 
only on infinite words. Let d: vx i = fo ~ f l  ~ "" ", be an infinite derivation 
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with result u. It is easy to see, that one can define by induction sequences 
(vm)rn~N and (wrn)rn~ N such that Vo=V, wo=x~ and, for all mEN,  
, -o* and win-o* Consider first the case when frn~-VrnWrn Urn G Urn+l, Win+l" 
suprn~u leftv(Vm) is a finite word, say v'. Then, clearly, (vrn)rn converges to v' 
(hence v ~* v') whereas (wrn)m forms, after removing the repeated terms, an 
infinite derivation from x,. with the result, say u', such that u = v'u'. Thus, 
we have u' E L~(G, xi) and, by induction hypothesis, v' E Sub(v, L°°(G, x)). 
Hence, u G Sub(vxi, Lm(G, x)). In the remaining case suprne Nleftv(Vrn ) C V °~, 
hence clearly v-+'~u. Therefore, from induction hypothesis we infer 
u ~ Sub(v, L°°(G, x)). Since L°Z(G, xt) 4= 0 (by assumption), uE Sub(vx i,
L~(G,x)), as well. I 
We are now in a position to state the first of the main results of the paper, 
establishing the fixed-point semantics for arbitrary CF-grammars. This is a 
generalization of the result of Nivat (1977) concerning the grammars in the 
Greibach normal form. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let G:xi= G~, i E [n], be a CF-grammar with termi- 
nal alphabet V satisfying L~(G, xt) --/= 0 for all i E In]. Let G' 
(P((VL) Xn)*))" be defined by 
7ri( G' ) = { w E ( V W X,) * ~X,( V L) X,) * l there exists a 
leftmost derivation in G: x i =f0--*ofl -°o "'" -°ofm-I ~o w 
such that, for all k < m, f~ EX, (VUX, )*} ,  
for i ~ In]. Then L~(G, x) = v(G'). 
As a consequence, if the grammar G satisfies additionally, for all i in In}, 
G i ~_ (VU X,)* \X , (VU X,)* then L~(G, x) = v((G1 ..... G,). 
Proof (~_) Let i E In] and suppose u E zri(v(G')). Note that, since 
~rj(G')c (VUX,)* \X, (V~JX, )*  for all j in In], clearly any expansion in 
E(G, xi) is creative (cf. Lemma3.14). Hence, u is created by some 
expansion, say f (cf. Theorem 3.12). From construction of G' and the 
x , -L  definition of expansion, we have - ---~* " ' "  Gain ~ - . . .  Then, it 
is easy to see (Lemma 3.14) that either x i~*  u or x i ~ u according as u is 
finite or infinite. 
(___) Considering the inductive representation f a greatest fixed point 
(3.7), it is enough to show L~(G, x) ~ G'(L~(G, x)). Suppose u @ L~(G, xi) 
and let d: x t ~ f l -°of2-°o "" ,  be a (finite or infinite) leftmost derivation 
with result u (it exists, by Property 2.4). Let fm be the first word in d 
belonging to (VUXn)*~n(VUX, )* ;  by definition, fmCZri(G'). By 
Lemma4.3 (with W=fm ), u E Sub(fm,L~(G,x)). This remark completes 
the proof, l 
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The next result shows that the special way in which we have obtained G' 
in the above theorem is not essential for the type of v(G'), namely G"s with 
regular components are adequate to characterize the class oo-ALG. 
4.5. THEOREM. For any L c V ~, L is oo-algebraic iff L = ~l(v(G))for 
some GG (P((VUX,)*)) n such that, for all i in In], rci(G ) is a regular 
language. 
Proof If L=~ or L= {e}, the result is trivial; assume therefore 
c\{et o. 
(only if) Suppose L-=L°~(G, xl) for some G:xi=G i, i~ [n]. By 
Lemma 4.2, we can assume that L~(G, xi) 4= 0 for all t ~ [n]. Moreover, 
without loss of generality, we can assume that G has no e-productions 
(consequently, e ~ L). (For if it is not the case originally, the procedure can 
be applied to L\{e} which itself can be presented as L~(H, xl) for some 
grammar H:xi=H~, i@ [m], which has no e-production and satisfies 
L~(H, xi)--/= 0 for all i E [m]. The last assertion follows from Lemma4.1 
and the proof of Lemma4.2. Thus, we obtain L\{e}--~x(V(I:I')) for some 
H'~ (P((VkdX,~)*)) mwith regular components and then L in turn can be 
represented L = 7~m+2(v((7~j(H ) ..... Tom(H), {e}, {x I ,Xm+l}))). )
Let G'~ (P((V~Xn)*))" be defined as in Theorem4.4. It remains to 
prove that zri(G' ) is regular, for all i in [n]. Let G" be the regular left-linear 
grammar with terminal alphabet VU X, and variables {Yl ..... y, } defined by 
G":y~=(GiNV(VUXn)*)U{ykwlxkw~Gi} for i~[n]. 
We claim that L(G', Yi) = 7~i(G'), for i ~ In]. For suppose first w C zci(G' )
and consider a leftmost derivation of w in G, say x i=fo~Gfa-~ ... 
~afm_~--*aw, in which w is the first word in (VUX, )* \X , (VUX, )*  
(actually, w E V(VUX,)*,  by assumption about G): By replacing in each 
fj, the first symbol, which is some x/,  by y~/, we obtain a terminating 
derivation in G", proving w EL(G", Y'i~. Now suppose w ~L(G", yi). By 
reverse replacing ySs by x/'s in the derivation of w in G', we get a suitable 
derivation of w in G, proving w E zti(G' ). This remark completes the proof of 
the implication "only if" of the theorem. 
(/f) Now, suppose O:/:L =~zl(v(G)) for some G in (P((VUX,)*))" 
with regular components. We prove that L is oo-algebraic. By Theorem 3.16 
and Lemma 3.17, we can assume without loss of generality that G is creative 
and zri(v(G)) ~ 12I for all i in [n]. Let, for i @ In], G i : Yi,j = Gi,j, J C [ki], be 
a regular left-linear grammar with terminal alphabet VU X, and variables in 
Y;= {Y;,1 ..... Yi,k,}, such that L(Gi, Yi,x)=rri(G). Since we have 
L(Gi, Yi,I)4: O for all i~  In], by standard argument we can assume that 
also L(G i, Yi,j)4:0 for all j ~ [ks]. Now, let G o be a CF-grammar with 
terminal alphabet V and variables in Q)i~t,l Yi U X,, defined 
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G°: Yl d = G1 d 
Yn,j  = Gn,j 
Xl = Yl,l 
for jE[k,], 
for je  [~.l, 
Xn = Yn,1 • 
We claim that, for all i in In], L~(G°,xi)=z~i(v(G)).  For consider first 
u E zh(v(G)) and let f E E(G, xi) be an exansion creating u. From the 
construction of G °, we have x i : f0  ~*of l  -+*~o •• • -+*o fro -+*Go • • • , and thus 
u C L°°(G°,x~) (cf. Lemma 3.14). To prove the converse, it is enough to 
show (L°°(G°,x, ) , . . . ,L°°(G°,xn))< ~((L°°(G°,xl) , . . . ,L°~(G°,xn))).  Sup- 
pose uCL°° (G° ,x i )  and let d:x i : fo~ooy i . l=f l - -+6of2~oo. . . ,  be a 
lefmost derivation in G o with result u. Considering that the grammar G~ is 
left-linear, we can see that some initial segment of d forms a derivation in G i 
and thus, for some m, fm ~ zci(G)" Since, by Lemma4.3, u E Sub(f  m, 
(L°°(G °, x 0 ..... L°°(G °, Xn))), this remark completes the proof. | 
Now, considering G's with context-free components, we come to a fixed- 
point characterization f oo-CF languages. 
4.6. THEOREM. For L cO_ V ~°, L is oo-eontextfree iff L = 7cj(v(G)) for 
some G in (P ( (VU Xn)*))  ~ such that, for all i C [n], Tci(G ) is a context-free 
language. 
Proof We prove here the "only if" part of the result, the proof of the 
remaining part is given in Appendix C. ./% 
Note first that for any K_  V*\{e}, v(Kx~)=K °' (this can be proved 
directly or inferred as a straightforward consequence from Theorem 3.12). 
Now suppose L=( . J i~tk lL iL [~ 'ULk+l ,  where kEN and L1 .... ,Lk+ ~, 
L~ ..... L~, are CF-languages. We can assume that e ~ L[ (since 
(K\{e}) '° = K~'). Consider the system of equations 
X 1 "=L lxk+ 1 , 
X k = LkXk+k,  
Xk+l : L~Xk+l ,  
xk+ k = L~xk+k, 
X2k+l =Lk+l ,  
X2k+2 ~-" {X1 " ' "  Xk'  X2k+ 1}" 
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Let G ~ (P((V kJ X2k + ~)*))2k + 2 be the vector formed from right-hand sides 
of the equations of the above system. By construction of G and the remark 
above, we have n2~+2(v(G))= L. II 
We finally consider greatest fixed points of mappings G for G's with finite 
components. To prove the main result concerning the so-obtained class of 
D-languages, two lemmas are in order. 
4.7. LEMMA. Let G ~ (P((VW Xn)*))" and suppose that, for all i in In], 
zc~(G) is finite. Then, for all i in In], z~i(v(G)) is a closed subset of V ~. 
Proof Consider the iterative representation of v(G) (3.8): v(G)= 
0~<~ G~(V~) for some ordinal a. It is easy to see, considering compactness 
of V ~ and Property 2.1, that G is a closed mapping. Hence, by the obvious 
induction on ordinals, zci(G~(V~)) is closed for all fl < a, so 7zi(v(G)) is 
closed, too. II 
4.8. LEMMA. Let L be a m-CF language over V and let L '=  cl(L). 
Then L'  is D-algebraic, moreover, it can be generated by a grammar 
G:xi= Gi, iE In], such that Gic_ (V~g X , ) * \X , (Vk JX , ) * , fo r  all i in [n]. 
Proof Suppose L = (.-)i~kl LiL~ k_)Lk+ 1 for some k in N and context- 
free L:'s and Lj's. It is easy to see that 
L '  = cl(L) = cl(Lk+ 1) U (cl(Init(L)) n V ~') 
(cf. Sect. 2). Next, it follows readily from the classical theory that Init(L) is 
a CF-language. Now, let G' and G" be the grammars in Greibach normal 
form, finitely generating Lk+l\{e } and Init(L)\{e}, respectively. By 
Theorem2.7, we have L~(G',xl)=cl(Lk+l\{e})=cl(Lk+l)\{e} and 
L° ' (G",x l )=cl ( In i t (L) ) )~V °~. Using the method of the proof of 
Lemma 4.2, we can modify G" to the grammar G ' ,  also in Greibach form, 
such that L~(G '', x~)= L'°(G ", x O. Finally, by combining the grammars G' 
and G"' in an obvious way and adding e-productions if necessary, we obtain 
a grammar generating L' and possessing the desired form. II 
Remark. It follows from the proof of the above lemma that the class of 
closed ~-algebraic languages may be also defined without any references to 
m-ALG or m-CF, namely as the class of m-languages of the form cl(L) kJ 
(cl(K)\K), where L and K are CF-languages. 
We now can state 
4.9. THEOREM. For L ~ V ~, L equals the topological closures of a m- 
context-free language /ff L -- ztl(v(G)) for some G ~ (P((VLJ X,)*)) n such 
that, for all i ~ In], zci(G ) is finite. 
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Proof If L =0,  the result is trivial; assume therefore that L ~O.  
Suppose first L = cl(L') for some L'  in oo-CF. By Lemma 4.8, there exists 
a grammar G:xi=Gi, i E [n], generating L and satisfying Gic_ 
(VUX,)*~X,(VUX,)* for all i in [n]. Moreover, it follows directly from 
the proof of this lemma, that G can be constructed in such a way that 
L°°(G, xi) ~ 0 for all i in In]. Then, by Theorem 4.4, L = n~(v((G~,.~.., G,))). 
This proves the "only if" part of the result. The converse implication follows 
immediately from Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.7. II 
We now summarize above results, using some new notation. Let LANG 
denote the class of all languages consisting of finite words. For a class 
.W c LANG, let GFP(d) be the class consisting of all the oo-languages 
L_  V ~, for some finite alphabet F, such that there exists 
G ~ (P((VUXn)*)) ~ such that L =nl(v(G)) and all the components of G 
are in S .  For a class of c~-languages W, let 
cl(~/') -- {L'IL'= cl(L)for some L E ~/~t. 
Let CL denote the class of all closed w-languages. Let FIN denote the class 
of finite languages consisting of finite words. In this terminology, we have 
proved 
4.10. THEOREM. (i) GFP(FIN) = cl(oo-CF) = oo-ALG n CL, 
(ii) GFP(REG)= oo-ALG, 
(iii) GFP(CF)= oo-CF. 
By the results stated in Section 2, the hierarchy constituted by GFP(FIN), 
GFP(REG), and GFP(CF) is proper. Notice that oo-REG is contained in 
GFP(REG) but incomparable with GFP(FIN) (Proposition2.8 and 
Example 2.9). The situation of finite-word languages in the hierarchy is 
described in 
4.11. PROPOSmON. GFP(f) n LANG -- f ,  whenever f = FIN, REG, 
CF. 
Proof One inequality is trivial since any L c V* is the greatest fixed 
point of the equation x 1 --L. The inequalities c for f = FIN, CF follow 
from characterization results concerning these classes. Then it remains to 
show GFP(REG) N LANG G REG. 
Let O 4: L ___ V* and suppose L = rq(v(G)) for some G in (P((VU X,)*)) n 
with regular components. Without loss of generality, we can assume that, for 
all i in [n], O ~ ni(v(G)) c_ V* (to see this, proceed in a way similar to that 
of the proof of Lemma 3.17). Now it follows easily from our assumptions 
and the representation f v(G) stated in Theorem 3.12, that, for any iE  [n], 
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there is no expansion f in E(G, xi) satisfying fm E (VUX,)*x i (VU X,)* for 
some m > 0. The last implies that all the expansions in E(G, xi)'s are "short" 
in the sense that there exists a natural number, say m, such that, for all 
i E [n] and f E E(G, xi), fm belongs to V*. Then, considering the iterative 
representation of v(t~) (3.8), it is not hard to conclude that v(t~)= 
nie[m] a i (v~)  • Since, by assumption, the components of G are regular, this 
implies that 7ri(v(t~)) is regular for all i E [n]. l 
Undecidability results. To end this section, we note two, rather not 
surprising undecidability results concerning the hierarchy considered above. 
For f = FIN, REG, CF, we say that an ~-language L ___ V °° is effectively 
given in GFP(S) if an n-tuple of languages G C (P((VU X,)*)) ~, such that 
L = nl(v(G)) and ni(G ) C S for all i ~ [n], is effectively given (in the usual 
sense). From Proposition4.11 and the classical result on the regularity 
problem for CF-languages, we derive directly 
4.12. THEOREM. It is undeeidable, whether an oo-language effectively 
given in GFP(CF) is in GFP(REG). 
Going one step down, we have an analogous result. 
4.13. THEOREM. It is undeeidable, whether an ~-language ffectively 
given in GFP(REG) is in GFP(FIN). 
Proof According to Theorem 4.10, the above-mentioned problem is 
equivalent o the question, whether an oo-language ffectively given in 
GFP(REG) is closed. We reduce to this question the problem, whether a CF- 
language L c_ V* equals V*, the last known to be undecidable. 
Let V= {a, b} and let O 4:L ~ V* be a CF-language. By the classical 
theory, any grammar generating L can be effectively transformed into a 
grammar, say G: x i = G i, i C [n], such that L(G, xl)= L and, for all i E [n], 
Gi ~ (VU X,)*\Xn(VkA X,)* and L(G, xi)4=O. Now, let V '= {a,b,c} and 
consider a grammar H: x i = Hi, i E [n + 1], with terminal alphabet V', given 
by 
H i=G i if i@ In], 
-~-Glexn+ 1 for i=n+ 1. 
We claim that L---- V* iff L'°(H,x,+I)= V '°'. For suppose first L = V*. 
Thus clearly (V'c) °' c_L°~(H,x,+l). Next, from Theorem 4.4, Lemma 4.7, 
and the assumption about G, we infer that L°°(G, xl) is closed and hence 
L°~(G, Xl)= V °' Nc l (L )= V ~'. Since clearly L'°(G, xOc_L~'(H,x,+I), we 
can conclude L°'(H, x,+l)= V'' .  To see the converse suppose V*4: L and 
let w @ V*\L. Thus readily (we) °~ q~ L °'(H, xn+ 1)" 
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Now, consider G'~ (P((VUXn+2)*)) ~+2 defined by 
rci(G' ) = H i for i ~ [n + 1 ], 
= {Xn+ 1} ~-.) V"* for i=n+2.  
Then clearly zc~+ z(v(G')) = L°'(H, x~ + l) k_) V' * (cf. Theorem 4.4). 
can state that zrn+2(v((~')) is closed 
completes the proof, l 
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So, we 
iff L'°(H, x,,+ 1) = V'°" This remark 
APPENDIX A 
Proof of Theorem 3.16. Let G E (P( (VUX.)* ) )L  We restrict ourselves 
to the case when ltn(G)= Vx, and, for all iE  [n -  1], ztt(G)___ (Vk_)X~_O*. 
If G is not originally of that form, the procedure can be applied to G" = 
(n~(G), .... n~(G), Vx~+l) resulting in G' as required with n '= n + 1. Notice 
that the above restriction implies n~(v(G))= V °'. Let 
I o = {i E In] [there exists f in E(G, xi) 
satisfying fr# E X ,X*  for all m E N}, 
11 = {i E [n] \ I  01 there exists f E(G, xt) 
satisfying fm E Xn(VUX~)* for all m E N}. 
n ~1oU11. The following observations result immediately from Notice 
Theorem 3.12: 
= v 
n v 
We define G' E (P((VUXn)*))" by 
= 
= lti(G ) U e U Vx t 
= 7ci(G ) U X n 
whenever i E I 0, (1) 
whenever i E 11. (2) 
if i q~ Io U I 1, 
if i E I  o, 
if i E I  I. 
Clearly, clause (ii) is satisfied. We now show (i), viz. 
v(G) = v(G'). (3) 
Let us abbreviate v(G) by Y and v(G') by Y'. Since G ~_ G', the inequality 
Y~_ Y' follows from monotonicity of Sub and any of the representations of a 
greatest fixed point considered above. To prove the converse inequality, it is 
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enough to show Y '= 0(Y'). We now have to consider several cases 
depending on i. If i q~ Io~) 11 then Iri(Y' ) = zc~(0'(Y')) = Sub(zri(G' ), Y') = 
Sub(Iri(G), Y') = z~i(t~(Y')). If i C I o, we have, from (1) and the inequality 
yc_ y, (already established), ri(Y')___ 7ri(Y ) = V ~ and hence also rri(G(Y')) 
___ ~ri(G(Y)) = zrt(Y)= V ~, so ni(Y')=~ri(G(Y')), too. Finally, consider 
i E 11. Then, by the above and (2), zri(Y')~ V '° ~_ zci(Y)(3 V °' = V ~' = 
zci(¢(Y))t"3 V ~' ~ zc~(t~(Y'))t'3 V '°, so 7ti(Y')N V '° = 7ri(G(Y'))~ V '° • On 
the other hand, since 7r,(Y')= V '° (remember zr~(G) -- zc,(G') = Vx~), we 
have ~zi(Y')NV* = 1ri(G'(Y'))NV* = r i (G(Y') )NV*.  This remark 
completes the proof of (3). 
Now, we are to establish that G' is creative. Suppose u E zr~.(v(G')). Since 
G' satisfies (i), there exists an expansion f in E(G, xi) such that 
u~{")mENSub(fm,V °°) (cf. Theorem3.12). We shall transform this 
expansion into a creative xpansion f ' in E(G, xi), creating u. I f f  is creative 
itself then, since clearly E(G, xi) c_ E(G', xi), we can set f '  = fi Suppose f is 
not creative. Now, the argument splits into two cases depending on u. 
(1) u E V*. Clearly, for each m in N, the number of occurrences of 
symbols from V in fm (in the sequel abbreviated by lnv(fm) is not greater 
than ln(u). So we can choose m such that, for all t >/m, lnv(ft)= lnv(fm). 
Suppose fm= CoXixCl "'" Ck-lXi~Ck with k in N, ii's in In] and cTs in V*. Let 
g~ ..... gk be expansions, each gS in E(G, xg), such that f "~fm ~- gl,..., gk (cf. 
Lemma 3.10). By choice of m, we can see that for each j in [k] either f '  
creates e or ~ G XnX* for all t in N. Note that in the latter case ij E I 0. 
Now, by Lemma3.11, we can select ulGOt~sSub(g~,V °°) ..... u ,E  
k oo OteN(gt,Y ) such that U=CoUlCl""Ck_lUkCk. We define a desired 
expansion f '  by "replacing" in f each noncreative expansion ga" by a 
creative expansion h ~, creating uj. At first, we define for j G [k], an 
expansion h ~ of x~j by G', as follows: if i~.@ [n]\I 0 then h i=  g.i (in this 
case g/ creates e); if i~ I  o then h J=(x i , (u j l l )x i ,  (uj[2)xi~ ..... 
(ujl ln(uj) -- 1)x b, uj, uj, uj,...) (if ui-- e then h ~ (xi? e, e: ~,...)). Clearly, 
h ~ creates uj, for all j in [k]. Then, we define f '  = (f;)tes by 
f~=f t  if t<~rn, 
=coh~_mCl...Ck_lhk=mCk if t>m.  
Thus f is a creative xpansion of x i in G' and f '  --~ f "  ~- h 1,ooo, h k. Applying 
again Lemma 3.11, we conclude that u E ('}ten Sub(f~, V~); consequently u 
is created by f ' .  
(2) uEV '°. Recall that, by assumption, uEf")mesSub(f,n,V~°), 
where f E E(G, xi) is noncreative. Therefore, applying Lemma 3.14, we can 
choose fro, say fm=CoXilCl "" Ck_lXikCk, with k/> 1, such that, for all t in 
N, fm+t C coXn(VUXn)*. By Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, there exist expansions 
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gl ..... g*, each ga in E(G,  x t )  and (possibly infinite) words u lE  
Qt~N Sub(gl, V~),..., u k ~ ~teN Sub(gt k,V~), such that f ~ fm ~- gl,..., gk, 
and u = eoUrC 1 . . .  c k_ l ukc , .  Now, it follows from the choice of m, that there 
exists j in [k] satisfying the conditions: 
(a) g~EXn(VUX~)*  for all t in N, in particular, i j E IoU I  1, 
(b) for all 't, 1 ~< t < j, gt creates e (so, u t = t) and c t = e. 
Let w=ujc ju j+ l  . . .  Ck_xUkCk; by the above, U=CoW. Analogously to the 
previous case, we define a desired expansion f '  by "replacing" in f the 
noncreative xpansion gJ by a creative expansion h, creating w. First, we 
define the expansion h = (hl)t~ N of xii by G, in the following way: 
if ij @ I o then h = (xij, (w I 1) xi~, (w] 2) xij,..., (wl  t) x6.,... ), 
if ij E 11 then h = (xij, x , ,  (wl  1) x~, (w 1 2) x~,..., (w i t )  x n .... ). 
Then we define f '  = (f 't)teN by 
f [=f t  if t<~m, 
Cog l  mC1 "-1 "+1 • .. ~_mCy_lht_mCj  .. .  c ,_  1 ~_mej+l  gkt_mC~, for t > m. 
Thus f '  is a creative expansion and f '  ~f "  ~-g~,..., gj-1, h, ~+1,..., gk. 
Applying to this situation Lemma3.11, we conclude that u 
Ot~N Sub(f[, V~). This remark completes the proof. 
APPENDIX B 
We first state a useful representation of co-algebraic languages, due to 
Nivat (1978) (see also Nivat, 1979). To do this, an extension of our concept 
of substitution is needed. 
Let u E (VUX~)% u can be written 
U = CoXilCIXi2C 2 "'" Ck_lXikCk " '" ,  with c i E V*, 
and let L E (P(V*))L We define 
Sub(u, L) = {cohlc lh2c  2 ...  C,_ lhkC k "'" I hk ~ ztt.k(L ) 
for all k and card{k] h k = e} < co}. 
Notice Sub(u, L )c  V '°. For K~ (VUX~)  °', we set 
Sub(K, L) = U Sub(u, L). 
u~K 
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In the following result, an w-algebraic language is represented by 
substitution of CF-languages into an o~-regular one. 
1. THEOREM (Nivat, 1978). Let G: xi = G~, i E In], be a CF-grammar 
with terminal alphabet V. Let G:~i= Gt, i E [n], be a grammar with 
terminal alphabet VU X,  and variables 2~,...,~,, where Gt = {wxjI there is 
w' G (VuX, ) *  such that wxjw' E Gi},for i ~ [hi. Then, for all i E [n], 
L'°(G, xi) = Sub(LO'(G, xi), L(G, x)) 
(where L(G, x) = L(G, xx),..., L(G, x,)). 
Now, we are in a position to prove 
LEMMA 4.2. Any nonempty oo-algebraic language can be generated by a 
CF-grammar G satisfying L°°(G, x):/: O for all variables x. 
Proof. Suppose ~ :/: L = L ~ (G, xz) for ~ome CF-grammar G: x i = G i, 
tE  In], with terminal alphabet V. Let I0= {iE [n]lL(G, xi):/:O}, 11= 
{i E [n] [ L'(G, xi) 4: 0}. Consider a grammar G': x i = G', i ~ I0, where 
G~ = Gt n (Vw {xjl j  E Io})*" 
We have readily L(G',xi)=L(G, xi) and L°'(G',xs)~L'°(G, xi), for all 
i E I 0. Now define a grammar G" by 
G": x~=G: for iE I  o, 
2i=G ° for i E I l ,  
y = H, 
where 
o_ {w2klw E (VU {xj]jEIo})* and there is w 'E  (VUX,)*  G i - 
such that wxkw' ~ Gz} 
for i E I x , and 
H= {x,2x} i f  l~ Io~I  1, 
=Xl if 1E Io \ I  1, 
= XX if 1 E Ix\I o. 
Notice that, for i E I x , L(G", 2i) = 0. We prove 
(L m(G ", 2i)= ) L'°(G ", 2,) = L'°(G, xi) for i E I 1 (B1) 
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(_~) Consider uEL'° (G" ,Y i )  and let d:f f i=fo-4Gf l - - ,~. . . ,  be an 
infinite derivation with result u. Let, for w in (VkAXn U {~jlJ E In] })*, r(w) 
be a word in (VUXn)* obtained by replacing in w each Yj by xj. We define, 
applying theorem on induction definability (3.1), an infinite derivation in G, 
d ' :x i=f~f~-~ ~ ..., such that, for all m in AT, r(fm)<~f m and so 
leftv(fm ) ~ leftv(f,~) proving that u is a result of d'. To see the induction 
/ i step, suppose we have already defined a satisfactory sequence fo  ..... f , ,  ; thus 
f '=r ( fm)V  for some v in (VUX, )* .  If, in the m+ lth step of the 
derivation d, the variable rewritten in this step is from X,,  then we set 
fm+ l = r(fm+ l)V. Otherwise, there must be f ro=p2 i and fm+ l = pw2k for 
some word p and some production 2j--* w2 k of G". By definition of G", there 
is a production x j~ wxkw' in G, for some w' in (VUX, )* .  Then, we set 
fr~+,=pwxkw'v. Clearly, in both cases, we have f'm~af,~+~ and 
r(fm+l) ~fn~+l" So a derivation d' with the required property exists, proving 
u C L~°(G, xi). 
(2) Suppose u ~L°'(G, xi) for some i~11 . Let (~ be a grammar 
constructed in Theorem 1. Thus u ~ Sub(L°~(G, Yi),L(G, x)) and so there 
exist u '= coxilclxi2cz ... Ck_lXikCk ... in L°'(G, Yi) and the words h~, hz,..., 
h k ..... each h k in L(G, xik), such that u = Cof~c, h2e 2 ... ek_lhke k .... By this, 
all the xSs which occur in u' must be from {xj[j E I0}. Moreover, applying 
Theorem 1 and considering that (~ is a right-linear regular grammar, we can 
readily see that an infinite derivation in (7 with result u' can use only the 
variables from {Xk I k E 11 } and the productions of the form Xk --~ W~m, where 
we (VL){x j I j~ Io})* .  Therefore, we have also x i- _~o~,, u' and, for each j, 
x~ ~* ,  hj. Then, in the obvious way we can construct an infinite derivation 
from Y; in G" with result u proving u @ L'°(G ", xi). 
By (B1) and the remarks above, we finally conciude that G" has the 
desired property and L °~(G", y) = L. 
Remark. It follows immediately from the construction used in the above 
proof that any o~-algebraic language is also o~-algebraic. 
APPENDIX C 
Proof of the implication "/ f"  of Theorem 4.6. Suppose O veL = zq(v((~)) 
for some G in (P((VtAX,)*))  n with all the components context-free. By 
Theorem 3.16 and Lemma 3.17, we can assume that G is creative and, for all 
i [n], o. 
To prove that, for all i in [n], ni(v(G)) ~ V* is a context-free language, we 
can proceed in a way similar to that of the proof of the implication "if" of 
Theorem 4.5, namely combining the grammars generating zc~(G)'s into a 
"large" grammar G O such that L(G°,xi)  = ni(v(G))~ V* for i E [n]; we 
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omit the details. For simplicity, we shall in the sequel denote zr~(v(t~))~ V*
by K i. 
Now, we focus on infinite-word part of v((~). Let, for i, j E [n], 
Gi, j = {w E (VU Xn)* ]there exists w' ~ (VU Xn)* s.t. wxjw' E zc/(G)} 
and let G[,j = Sub(Gi, j, (K 1 ,..., K,,)). It follows from the classical theory, that 
the G~,j's are context-free languages. Now let F= {g~,jli, j C In]} be a new 
alphabet and let, for each i , j~  [n], Hi j  be a language generated by a 
regular grammar H °. with terminal alphabet F, variables {Yo, Y~ ..... Y~}, t ,J 
where Yo is the start symbol, and productions: yo ~ y~, y j~e ,  and, for all 
k, m ~ [n], Yk-~ gk.,n ym. 
Let, for all i , j  in In 1, Gf) be the image of H;~ by the substitution (in the 
classical sense) induced by a mapping F~P(V*)  defined by g~,j~-* G~,j. 
Again by the classical theory, the Gy, fs are context-free languages. We claim 
~i(v(G))= U G~',jGj'yLAKi for all i~  In]. (1) 
jelnl 
(%) Clearly it is enough to consider infinite words. Suppose 
u C zci(v(G)) ~ V% We decompose u into a suitable infinite sequence of finite 
words. We define inductively an infinite sequence of triples (win, Um,Jm)m 
with w m in V*, u m in P ' ,  and Jm in In], satisfying for all m E N: 
(i) u= wl ... WmUr" (in particular, for m = O, u =Um), 
(ii) w m E Gj,,_~,j,,\{e} whenever m > 0, (*m) 
(iii) u m ~ ~A,(v((~)) ~ V ~'. 
Let w 0 = e, u0---u, Jo = i. Clause (*0) holds trivially. To see the induction 
step, suppose we have defined a satisfactory sequence (Wo, Uo,jo) ..... 
(wr", u m ,Jr.)" Let f be an expansion in E(G, xj,,) creating um. Thus, for some 
t in N, we have ft=CoXiC~ ... Ck_lXikCk with Co:# e. By Lemma 3.11 and 
Theorem3.12, there exist u~ E zci~(v(G)),...,u'~E zci~(v((~)) such that urn= 
cou~c ~ ... ck_~u'~c k. Let p be the least index such that Up is infinite. We set 
! 
Wr"+ 1 ~ CoU~ Cl " " " Cp-2Up-2Cp-  1, 
Urn+ 1 = Up, 
jr"+ l = ip. 
Considering induction hypothesis, we can see that ( * re+l )  is satisfied. Then, 
we eventually obtain U=SUPmeNWl ... W m, where w 1 ~ G~,jl and, for all 
m > O, Wm E Gj,,_l,Jm. Now, let j be an integer in In] which occurs infinitely 
often in the sequence (jr")r" and let (mt)t~ N be an increasing sequence of 
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integers uch that Jmt = J" Let v o = wl "'" wm o and v t = win,_, + j Wm~_~ + 2 " ' "  Wm t 
for t>~ 1. Thus we have roe  G[Ij, e4=vt~ Gjl j for all t>~ 1, and 
It It u = supt~Nv 0 ... v r Hence, u E Gi , iGj~, as required. 
(~)  Define Tby  ~i(T)= ~)Je¢,,l G"~,j G"~kJKi,j,j for i~  In]. It is enough 
to prove T c G(T). Clearly, again it suffices to consider infinite words only. 
Suppose u ~ G" Gjl ~ for some i , j  in [n]. Let u = wu' with w~ G" and i d  i , j  
u' ~ Gj~ ~. By definition of GT, j ,  w in turn can be factorized w = w'w"  with 
w' in G'i,k and w" in Gk, j" for some k G In]. Next, by definition of G'~,k, there 
is v 'xkv"  in ~i(G), for some v', v", such that w' ~ Sub(v',  (K~ ,..., K~}). We 
claim that u ~ Sub(v'xkv",  T) (c  iri(t~(T))). Indeed, we have u = w'w"u' ,  
where w' E Sub(v',  7') and ~ G k j Gj j _ 7rk(T ) = Sub(xk, T). Moreover, 
Sub(v", T)=/= 0 (since, by assumption, £;(v(t~))~ O for all join In] and we 
have already proved v((~)_c T). This remark completes the proof. 
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